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Introduction 
 
Write an introductory paragraph to the product journal:   Briefly discuss the product/ 
brand you chose and the company that owns the product. Also include a brief discussion of 
WHY you chose this company/product/brand. 
 

Nabisco founded Oreo in 1912 after founding an assortment of other biscuits, such as the               

Uneeda Biscuits. The National Biscuit Company, after combining with the New York Biscuit             

Company and the American Biscuit and Manufacturing Company, abbreviated their name to the             

now known “Nabico.” Nabisco used a resealable, inner-seal package to keep their products fresh              

and lasting longer, which led to a major increase in sales. The company went on to create other                  

products such as Ritz!, Barnum’s Animal Crackers, and Honey Maid Graham Crackers. In the              

1920s, the company even went on to buy Jello-O. Eventually, Nabisco merged with Kraft foods               

and was then bought by the Philip Morris Companies which is now known as the Mondelēz                

Company. Oreo is a stuffed chocolate wafer cookie with a cream icing inside. Oreos have been a                 

snack that consumers have enjoyed since 1913 (Rosenberg, 2019), and a product that our group               

has enjoyed since we were young. We chose Oreo because we found this brand to be both                 

nostalgic and timely. The Oreo cookie as we know it now went through significant trials to end                 

up where it is today. First marketed as the Oreo biscuit, it’s name was later changed to the Oreo                   

sandwich in 1921 in order to make customers aware that the Oreo could be taken apart and eaten                  

in stages (Jorgensen, 1994).However, even through continuous redesigning, the Oreo product’s           

uniform and classic branding has remained iconic. With the everchanging marketing climate,            

Oreo has continuously adapted to customer wants and needs as it is forever altering its aesthetic                



and physical model to satisfy the changing desires of the marketplace (Jorgensen, 1994). Due to               

Oreo’s dominant presence on today’s major social media platforms, research opportunities are            

far from scarce as information pertaining to Oreo’s growth and success in the marketplace is               

found in great abundance in the media. 
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Chapter 1:  
 
How does (or could) your company/product/brand build customer relationships in order to 
foster customer loyalty?  What value-added loyalty and retention programs are in place? 
 

Oreo released a campaign in 2013 called “Wonderfilled.” Kristin Hajinlian, Oreo’s brand            

manager at Mondelēz International was quoted saying that, in order to expand the target              

audience to anyone, people must be reminded to “see the world with the same sense of wonder                 

we had as kids.” This helped broaden the target audience from moms and children, to anyone                

who ever enjoyed an oreo cookie (Anonymous, 2014). Oreo, in an attempt to remain loyal to its                 

customers, delivers products with variations depending on every markets choice. For example,            

oreo has cautiously stayed away from whey powder for vegetarians, and use specific oils              

throughout different regions (Kasi, 2018). Oreo Cookie Club is a cookie subscription package for              

Oreo lovers! It is available through amazon for a three or six month subscription and arrives                

monthly as a box of sweet oreo treats. Inside every box are two delicious, and different, oreo                 

https://www.thoughtco.com/history-of-the-oreo-cookie-1779206


experiences. In addition to these new or familiar flavors, a recipe and “oreo swag” is also                

included in this monthly subscription (Amazon).  

 
How would your company/product/brand calculate or assess customer lifetime value? 
Provide an example using realistic numbers (See Stew Leonard’s example on page 21-22) 
 

In a 2016 study, 75% of respondents have a positive opinion of Oreo. In this study, 7% of                  

consumers say they purchase oreos at least once a week. In addition, 9% of people buy them a                  

few times a month while 15% buy them at least once a month. A sum of 58% of people buy                    

Oreos at least once or more a year as only 11% of respondents never buy them. Oreo had an                   

overwhelmingly positive response throughout different age groups, ethnicities, careers,         

household income (yearly) and more. In addition, adults with no children tended to be more               

negative or neutral - 26% - while parents with more children are more likely to buy Oreos, and                  

more of them - 74%. While statistics show that children or parents with children tend to buy                 

more Oreos, the age category of the analysis suggests otherwise. A whopping 36% of consumers               

who purchase Oreos a few times a year range from eighteen - 11.7%, to sixty five and up - 7.6%.                    

In conclusion, this study shows that oreos can be for all people (Pilon, 2016).  

 

Is your company/product/brand global? Describe/explain. 
 

Yes, Oreo is a global company. Even though it was recognized as “America’s favorite              

cookie” for its first hundred or so years in the business into the mid 1990s, Oreo has undoubtedly                  

gone global since its original Americanized branding. Oreo found that its dominant position in              

the American marketplace truly limited its opportunities for growth and development as a             

company, and they inevitably dove into international markets such as in China and India as soon                



as this realization occurred. Now present in over one hundred countries worldwide, Oreo is far               

from just an American brand. It has generated massive global annual revenues and has proven to                

be one of the best-selling global cookie brands of the 21st century (Koellmann, 2013). 
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Chapter 2:  
 
What is your company/product/brand’s formal Mission Statement? (NOTE:  It may be 
called something else on their website).  In your opinion, is the Mission Statement more 
product-oriented or is it more market-oriented? Explain. 
 
Oreo Mission Statement: 
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“We want our consumers to regard us as their primary snack food.  We want our consumers to 

know that we have their wants and needs in mind along with working to create products that will 

cater to their health conscious lifestyles.” 

In our opinion, Oreo’s mission statement is more market-oriented because it speaks more 

to the importance of its consumers than to anything else.  In fact, it only states once that it is a 

snack food company.  The rest of the mission statement following that is completely targeted 

towards Oreo’s devotion to the wants and needs of its consumers.  Oreo clearly states that 

working to cater the lifestyles of its consumers is a top priority for them as a company. 

 

a) Using the source “International Directory of Company Histories”, provide a 1-2 page 

history on your company.  

Nabisco Brands, Inc. has proven to be one the leading companies in the food industry. 

One of its most famous brands is Oreo, which eventually became the world’s best selling cookie. 

The company was formed at the end of the 19th century and originally known as the National 

Biscuit Company.  In 1971, Nabisco became the official corporate name.  Nabisco merged with 

Standard Brands in 1981, and in 1985, RJ Reynolds Industries, Inc. acquired Nabisco.  This was 

considered “one of the largest takeovers in business history” (Mirabile, 1990). Over time, the 

National Biscuit Company merged with various other bakeries and eventually became a 

“culmination of decades of amalgamation within the biscuit industry” (Mirabile, 1990). 

Eventually they held a “virtual monopoly” (Mirabile, 1990) on cookie manufacturing in the 

United States of America, having merged with 114 bakeries and a capital of $55 million dollars. 



A lawyer and businessman, Adolphus Green, had much to do with the National Biscuit 

Company’s unique packaging style, which was a special protective container, “inner sealed with 

wax paper lining to retain freshness.”  NBC was the leader in company advertising, given that 

they spent $7 million in their first ten years of working to promote Nabisco products.  The 

International Directory of Company Histories states that, “The National Biscuit Company built 

its reputation on securing customer loyalty to recognize brands such as Uneeda Biscuits.”  In the 

beginning of the 20th century, NBC put their efforts into expanding its cookie products.  In 1906, 

NBC moved their headquarters from Chicago to New York City, and their factory on the lower 

west side was the world’s largest bakery.  Soon following in 1912, the iconic Oreo product was 

introduced. 

NBC thrived in the 1920s.  In 1925, they established their first “foreign subsidiary” 

(Mirabile, 1990) in Canada.  Additionally, they expanded their product line to include a variety 

of products such as pretzels, cereal, and ice cream cones.  Later 1928, NBC bought the Shredded 

Wheat company for $35 million and the McLaren Consolidated Cone Corporation, which was 

the world’s largest manufacturer of ice cream cones at the time. “During the depression, Nabisco 

had neglected to make capital improvements, and many bakeries were now outdated and in dire 

need of renovation.” (Mirabile, 1990)  In the 1950s, Nabisco began expanding overseas, and “by 

the end of the 1960s, Nabisco was the leading manufacturer of both crackers and cookies not 

only in the United States, but in Canada, France, and the Scandinavian countries, and was the 

major supplier to many other European and South American countries.  In 1970, Nabisco created 

a joint venture with the Yamazaki Baking Company of Japan.  In 1971, Nabisco sales reached $1 

billion, and five years later they reached $2 billion.  In the 1980s, people began to be more health 



conscious, which was concerning for Nabisco.  Their response to this was creating low-salt 

versions of Ritz  

Cracker saltines, and introducing a new cracker made with whole wheat flour and no artificial 

flavors or colors.  

Down the line, Nabisco brands was eventually bought by Mondelez International, and the 

company brought great success to Mondelez.  Evidently, Drug Store News states that 

“Mondelez’s Nabisco division owns a 44% dollar share of the cookie category in the drug 

channel, according to IRI scanning data for the 52 weeks ended September 6, 2015.”  It later 

claims that Mondelez’s great growth can be clearly credited to Nabisco’s iconic Oreo brand. 

Since 2012, Nabisco has consistently revamped the Oreo product, bringing new and exciting 

alterations to the table annually, such as the Oreo Thin and the Red Velvet Oreo, to keep 

customers interested and satisfied with the brand as a whole (White-Sax, 2015).  

b) Over the years, how has your company grown?  Explain this growth in as much detail as 
possible using the product/market expansion grid [Figure 2.3 on page 47-  this is required]. 
If your company/product/brand is rather new, suggest likely growth strategies for them 
(also using the product/market expansion grid.)  Note:  It is unlikely that your company 
used all 4 sections of the grid to grow.  Not every company diversifies, for example.  Use 
only the relevant sections of the expansion grid. 
 

The product/market expansion grid identifies market growth opportunities in four unique 

ways.  These include market penetration, market development, product development, and 

diversification.  The first opportunity is market penetration, which involves existing products and 

existing markets.  The textbook defines market penetration as “company growth by increasing 

sales of current products to current market segments without changing the product.”  Oreo has 

exercised market penetration in numerous ways over the years as it has spent millions of dollars 



on new advertising efforts, especially now with social media being such a prominent part of the 

way companies market their products today.  As Oreo becomes more and more present on social 

media and finds new and enhanced ways to reach its target markets with it already-existing 

iconic cookie, the company is clearly practicing market penetration.  Additionally, Oreo has also 

done quite a bit with product development over the years.  Product development has much to do 

with mixing new products with already-existing markets.  The textbook defines product 

development as “company growth by offering modified or new products to current market 

segments.” Truly, Oreo had practiced product development with the introduction of enhanced 

products such as double stuff, minis, thins, crumbles, a variety of new and exciting flavors, and 

many more.  The other two parts of the product/market expansion grid are seen less and less. 

Market development, which is bringing existing products to new markets, is not something that 

oreo has particularly taken part in.  The same goes with diversification, which happens when a 

company makes completely new products for completely new markets.  This strategy for growth 

absolutely has not been seen in Oreo’s history (Armstrong & Kotler, 2017).  

 
c) Using the source “Value Line” OR “Reuters Knowledge Direct” provide a brief overview 
of your company’s current financial position. 

According to Value Line, Oreo’s parent company, Mondelēz international, has not           

generated anticipated enthusiasm among Wall Street. Due to a slowdown in the snacks category,              

the company has failed to meet its growth targets. Still, after the estimated share net of a nickel                  

during the first-quarter, the company managed to pull a share net of $0.39 thanks to cost savings                 

and benefits from stock buybacks. According to a SWOT analysis, the Mondelēz brand generates              

over $100 million in revenues, making it a dominant brand. However, due to failing gum sales,                

which is 15% of the candy sales mix, the company has struggled with large volume declines on                 



both sides of the atlantic. Opportunities to further the company are being made through the               

company investing heavily abroad. With going abroad, the goal would be to leverage its leading               

brands to countries where powerful, long-term macroeconomic tailwinds are established. While           

expanding abroad is a great opportunity for the company to better their financial standings, the               

company must remember to stay innovative, manage price gaps, and maintain their advertising             

budget. If the company does not stick by this, share erosion may occur, resulting in a less stable                  

international market. In conclusion, the positive financial standing outweighs the negative.           

Margin expansion should continue to lift the company’s profits. Shareholder value is also             

expected to be enhanced by capital returns (dividends and stock buybacks) as well as strategic               

actions on the marketing & advertising front (Hellman, 2014).  
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Chapter 3:  
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1. Competitors: Using the source “Market Share Reporter”, please answer the following: 
a) What official industry does your company compete in? 

Food processing 
 

b) What SIC or NAICS code pertains to the industry your company competes in? 
[Example: 
Crayola competes in the Crayon industry under SIC code 3952.] 
 
SIC: 5461 - Retail Bakeries 
NAICS: 445291 - Baked Goods Stores 
 
Additional Source Used: https://siccode.com/en/business/nabisco-bakery-portland-97211 
 
c) What is the name of the research report used for your company’s industry and what is 
the date of this information? [Example: Crayola was found in “Top Crayon Brands, 
2015”]. 
 
Nabisco was found in “Top Cookie Brands, 2012” and in “Top Cookie Brands at Convenience 

Stores, 2012”. 

 
d) How did the research study obtain the market share information? [Example from 
Crayola’s study: 
“Market shares are shown based on supermarket sales for the 52 weeks ended March 21, 
2015]. 
 
In “Top Cookie Brands, 2012,” market shares are shown based on sales at supermarket, drug 

stores and mass merchandisers (excluding Walmart) for the 52 weeks ended June 10, 2012. 

 

In “Top Cookie Brands at Convenience Stores, 2012,” market shares are shown based on 

convenience store sales for the 52 weeks ended December 30, 2012. 

e) List your company/brand along with its 5 top competitors. Include market share 
percentages for each. Intelligently discuss/analyze your company’s position in this list. For 
example, if it is the market share leader, what do you think contributes to its leadership 
position? 

https://siccode.com/en/business/nabisco-bakery-portland-97211


 
Mondelēz’s top 5 competitors: 

1. Kellogg’s (27.9% market share) 

2. Hershey (32.2%) 

3. General Mills (29.7) 

4. Conagra Brands (??) 

5. Godiva (15.8%) 

Additional Source Used: https://www.owler.com/company/mondelezinternational 

 

 

f) What source was used to obtain the market share information? [Example for Crayola: 
Source: Non-foods Management from SymphonyIRI Group Inc.] 
 
Kellogg’s: 
https://www.statista.com/statistics/507939/kellogg-company-global-breakfast-cereal-market-shar
e/ 
 
Hershey: https://www.cnbc.com/2016/04/07/us-chocolatiers-looking-for-new-sweet-spot.html 
 
General Mills: 
https://www.statista.com/statistics/517121/us-market-share-of-general-mills-cereal/ 
 
Conagra Brands: https://csimarket.com/stocks/competitionSEG2.php?code=CAG  
 
Godiva: 
https://www.confectionerynews.com/Article/2017/09/11/Godiva-enters-top-supermarkets-in-bid-
to-be-2bn-brand 
 

2. Publics: What “publics” does your company relate to and how do they relate to them? 
You should discuss 5-6 “publics” in detail. Number them 1-6 and discuss individually. 
 

https://www.owler.com/company/mondelezinternational
https://www.statista.com/statistics/507939/kellogg-company-global-breakfast-cereal-market-share/
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1. General Publics - For the general public, Oreo has created a recognizable brand. Oreo has               

stayed loyal to its customers for the many years that it has topped the cookie charts. “For                 

them vanilla crème between 2 cocoa sandwich meant only Oreo and this is the kind of                

Brand recall associated with the brand.” This being sad, Oreo has remained consistent             

with their products. By doing this, customers continue to remain loyal to the product,              

which keeps kids enjoying Oreos with their parents and grandparents.  

Source Used: https://milksfavouritecookie.wordpress.com/2014/09/22/branding/ 
 

2. Internal Publics - According to an article in the Chicago Tribune published February             

2017, Oreo reduced its global work staff by 9,000 employees in 2016. Including this              

world-wide employee cut, the Oreo workforce in Chicago was cut in half. These             

employees are an important part of the Oreo companies internal public population. 

 

Source Used:  
https://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-oreo-mondelez-job-cuts-0225-biz-20170224-story.h
tml 

  
3. Citizen-action publics - After environmental groups targeted oreo for using certain types            

of oil that were not sustainable for the environment in their products, oreo made a               

decision to change what kind of oil they use to palm oil. The article reads, “Mondelēz                

International is committed to sourcing palm oil sustainably and eradicating deforestation           

and human rights violations in the palm oil supply.” Mondeleēz international, after being             

questioned by environmental groups, used its public relations department to to stay in             

touch with customers and citizen groups to improve their products, in this case, by the               

use of palm oil.  

https://milksfavouritecookie.wordpress.com/2014/09/22/branding/
https://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-oreo-mondelez-job-cuts-0225-biz-20170224-story.html
https://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-oreo-mondelez-job-cuts-0225-biz-20170224-story.html


Source Used: https://palmoil.mondelezinternational.com 
 

4. Financial publics - Financial publics are the group that influences a company’s ability to              

obtain funds, including stockholders. Mondelēz International’s biggest stockholders are         

BlackRock and Vanguard group. BlackRock is a New York based company that owns             

5.8% of shares while Vanguard owns 6.2% of shares. Their largest stockholder however             

is Pershing Square which owns 6.5 % of the shares. Thanks to both stockholders and               

management, Mondelēz shares are up by 72%. 

Source Used:  
https://www.fool.com/investing/2017/08/08/who-are-mondelez-internationals-biggest-shareholde
.aspx 

 
5. Media publics - On instagram, Oreo shows a presence through their account @Oreo. On              

facebook, Oreo also shows its presence with the handle “Oreo” that you can like or share                

with your facebook friends. Oreo’s Tumblr, found under the name “Oreo,” shares many             

pictures and gifs about the cookies, as well as different places of “wonder” with hashtags               

#wonder and #imagination. On twitter, under the name “Oreo Cookie” and the handle             

@Oreo, Oreo shares tweets about upcoming new Oreos and campaigns. Each social            

media sight is an outlet for Oreo to share commercials, new oreo flavors and products, as                

well as exciting sweepstakes.  

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/oreo/ 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/oreo/?epa=SEARCH_BOX 
Tumblr: http://oreo.tumblr.com 
Twitter: 
https://twitter.com/Oreo?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor 
 
Macro: 

https://palmoil.mondelezinternational.com/
https://www.fool.com/investing/2017/08/08/who-are-mondelez-internationals-biggest-shareholde.aspx
https://www.fool.com/investing/2017/08/08/who-are-mondelez-internationals-biggest-shareholde.aspx
https://www.instagram.com/oreo/
https://www.facebook.com/oreo/?epa=SEARCH_BOX
http://oreo.tumblr.com/
https://twitter.com/Oreo?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor


1. Demographic Environment: What demographic issues or trends had the (or could have 
the) MOST impact on your company/product/brand? Identify at least 1. [Do not just 
discuss the demographic composition of the customers. I’m looking for TRENDS.] 
 
In terms of demographic challenges related to Oreo is that people have various taste buds and not 

all demographics worldwide necessary have a pallet for Oreo cookies. We found in our research 

that Oreo had a very hard time marketing to China because they didn’t like the taste of the 

cookies.  

 
 
 
 
2. Economic Environment : What economic issues had the (or could have the) MOST 
impact on your company/product/brand? Identify 1 or more. 
 

Perhaps peoples’ decrease in income could cause slight damage to Oreo being that buying 

cookies and snacking in general aren’t needs, they fall into the wants category (so if people are 

watching their spending, perhaps they will avoid buying the Oreo due to their budget)  

 
 
3. Natural/Physical Environment : What resource/environmental issues had the (or could 
have the) MOST impact on your company/ product/brand? Identify 1 or more. 
 
People were concerned about palm oil being used in Oreo cookies. The production of palm oil 

was linked with destroying forests which upset many people. This natural environmental issue 

led Mondelez to publish their Palm Oil Action plan (social marketing).  

 

- Palm Oil (palm oil sustainability) 



- “Mondelēz International is committed to sourcing palm oil sustainably and eradicating 

deforestation and human rights violations in the palm oil supply.  We take this 

responsibility seriously.  For years, we have actively worked with our global suppliers to 

ensure that the palm oil we use in our products is sustainably sourced and fully traceable. 

In fact, we were the first multinational consumer goods company to require suppliers to 

track all the oil they sell, not just the oil they sell to us.”  

- “In 2014, we published our Palm Oil Action Plan, a long-term roadmap to achieve a 

sustainable palm oil supply, which we launched after achieving our milestone of 100% 

Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) Palm coverage in 2013.  The Palm Oil 

Action Plan defines our position and principles for palm oil sustainability, focusing on 

supplier expectations, government and sector engagement in key origins and global 

industry advocacy toward sector transformation.” 

 
Source Used: https://palmoil.mondelezinternational.com/ 
 
 
4. Technological Environment : What technological or scientific issues or developments had 
the (or could have the) MOST impact on your company/product/brand? Identify at least 1 
or more. 
 
Oreo partnered with Android which boosted Oreo sales. “Smarter, faster, more powerful and 

sweeter than ever. The world’s favorite cookie is your new favorite Android release.” This 

technological partnership was in Oreo’s best interest.  

 

Sources Used: 
-  https://www.android.com/versions/oreo-8-0/  

 

https://palmoil.mondelezinternational.com/
https://www.android.com/versions/oreo-8-0/


- https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/308011/oreo-yields-big-perception-boost
-from-android-part.html  

 
 
5. Political Environment : What political issues had the (or could have the) MOST impact 
on your company/product/brand? Identify 1 or more. 
 
Oreo makers are concerned that their business will be impacted by import and trade taxes. 
Additionally, Trump’s intention to put import taxes on Mexican goods could also have a major 
effect to the business.  
 
https://www.foodandwine.com/news/politics/oreo-makers-are-concerned-their-business-will-be-l
icked-import-and-trade-taxes 
 
 
6. Cultural Environment : What cultural issues or developments had the (or could have 
the) MOST impact on your company/product/brand? Identify 1 or more. 
 
Health conscious individuals could be a cultural issue for Oreo. There are always cu ltural 
swings, but being healthy and eating well is pretty unlikely to change. There is nothing healthy 
about an Oreo, so the health conscious crowd wouldn’t be a target market.  
 
Chapter 3 Citations:  
Anonymous (2014). Milks Favourite Cookie BRANDING. Retrieved from 
https://milksfavouritecookie.wordpress.com/2014/09/22/branding/ 
 
Ballard, J. (2017). Who Are Mondelez International’s Biggest Shareholders?. Retrieved from 
https://www.fool.com/investing/2017/08/08/who-are-mondelez-internationals-biggest-shareholde
.aspx 
 
Lazich, R. (2014). Market Share Report. Detroit, Michigan: GALE CENGAGE Learning  
 
Lukovitz, K. (2017). Oreo Yields Big Perception Boost From Android Partnership. Retrieved 
from 
https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/308011/oreo-yields-big-perception-boost-from-a
ndroid-part.html 
 
Mondelez Website: https://palmoil.mondelezinternational.com 
 

https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/308011/oreo-yields-big-perception-boost-from-android-part.html
https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/308011/oreo-yields-big-perception-boost-from-android-part.html
https://www.foodandwine.com/news/politics/oreo-makers-are-concerned-their-business-will-be-licked-import-and-trade-taxes
https://www.foodandwine.com/news/politics/oreo-makers-are-concerned-their-business-will-be-licked-import-and-trade-taxes
https://milksfavouritecookie.wordpress.com/2014/09/22/branding/
https://www.fool.com/investing/2017/08/08/who-are-mondelez-internationals-biggest-shareholde.aspx
https://www.fool.com/investing/2017/08/08/who-are-mondelez-internationals-biggest-shareholde.aspx
https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/308011/oreo-yields-big-perception-boost-from-android-part.html
https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/308011/oreo-yields-big-perception-boost-from-android-part.html
https://palmoil.mondelezinternational.com/


Trotter, G. (2017). Oreo-maker Mondelez cut 9K workers globally last year. Retrieved from 
https://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-oreo-mondelez-job-cuts-0225-biz-20170224-story.h
tml 
 
Chapter 5:  
 
1. Thoroughly discuss how Personal factors ONLY can influence a consumer’s purchase of 
your product/brand.  This question should be approached from the consumer perspective; 
i.e. how will the consumer’s age, life-cycle stage, occupation, etc. affect their buying 
behavior? [NOTE: you must address ALL personal factors described on pages 141-144 in 
your text.] Use bullet points ( ● ) for each factor.  
 
Occupation - According to an AYTM statistical analysis of which occupations buy Oreos a few               

times a year, 36.3% of the occupations interviewed bought Oreos a few times a year. These                

36.3% consisted of, but not limited to, accounting/finance/banking, advertising/graphic design,          

arts and entertainment, clerical, healthcare, hospitality, IT, legal, management, military, public           

safety, real-estate, retail, small business owner, student, and more. A majority of the occupations              

that were considered in the study were more executive positions and not as many blue collar                

occupations. 

 
Age - On average, younger audiences tend to purchase Oreos more. In the AYTM statistical               

analysis, 74% of consumers who buy Oreos at least once a week are between the ages of 18 and                   

34. This Age group spans through college students to young parents. This can be due to oreo                 

being a quick and cheap snack for college-age students to buy, as well as a snack young parents                  

are buying to please their children.  

 
Life Stage - A surprising percent of 45.5% of people without children have a very positive 

opinion of Oreos. In fact, 51.1% of people with no children buy oreos a few times a year, making 

people with no children the highest percentage of Oreo consumers. With that said, 11% of 

https://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-oreo-mondelez-job-cuts-0225-biz-20170224-story.html
https://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-oreo-mondelez-job-cuts-0225-biz-20170224-story.html


households with one child, 17.9% of households have two children, 11.7% have three, 6.2% have 

four, and 2.1% has five or more children in the household all purchase Oreos a few times a year. 

This reflects that, as people have more children, Oreo consumption actually decreases.  

 
Economic Situation - Lower household incomes ($0-$25,000), according to the AYTM study, 

make up 46.2% of the Oreo consumers that buy Oreos a few times a year. While 20% of these 

consumers make an income of $25-$50,000 and 15.2% make $50-$75,000, Oreo sales decrease 

as consumers yearly income increases. It can be concluded from this study that Oreos tend to be 

a middle class product.  

 
Lifestyle - According to VALS, “achievers” have been some of the biggest consumers of the 

Oreo cookie. Achievers households, being the most likely to have children, are more inclined to 

have Oreos as an after-school snack. Therefore, the family-oriented lifestyle of  achievers is 

continuously the leading consumers in Oreo cookies.  

 
2. Is your product/brand a high, moderate, or low involvement good?  Explain your 

reasoning. 
 

High involvement goods are goods in which a consumer’s status and personality are 

greatly displayed.  These goods include larger purchases for the most part such as cars, homes, 

important electronics, vacations, jewelry, and more.  In contrast, low involvement goods are 

found much more in daily-consumption items, such as snacks, candy, gum, ice cream, etc.  These 

are usually less expensive products that bear little to no risk to the consumer.  With this in mind, 

we would argue that the Oreo product is a relatively low involvement good.  We believe this 

because buying Oreos is a very low risk purchase for the consumer.  This is a product that the 



average consumer may buy and eat on a daily/weekly basis.  Additionally, there are many 

substitute brands for this cookie.  Instead of buying the original Oreo brand as a snack cookie for 

the household, a consumer could just as easily buy another competing cookie brand with little to 

no effect on them or their own personal image as a consumer. 

Source Used: 

http://www.yourarticlelibrary.com/marketing/high-involvement-products-and-low-involvement-

products-involvement-difference/32299 

 

3. Does cognitive dissonance play a role in the post-purchase behavior of your customers? 
 

Some postpurchase conflict consumers may face when buying an Oreo is their            

addictiveness. A 2013 college study by students at Connecticut College shows that, when tested              

on rats, Oreos are just as addictive, or even more so addictive, than cocaine. This is due to an                   

Oreo’s high fat and high-sugar content. This high fat and sugar intake contributes to a rising                

obesity level, especially in low-income communities. These high levels of fat and sugar intake              

can prove to be even more dangerous than drugs, due to easy accessibility. Next time a consumer                 

eats an Oreo, they may worry about its addictive nature and unhealthy outcome on the body (Fox                 

News, 2015).  

Chapter 5 Citations: 
Fox News. (2015). College study finds Oreo cookies are as addictive as drugs. Retrieved from  

https://www.foxnews.com/health/college-study-finds-oreo-cookies-are-as-addictive-as-dr
ugs 
 
Data:  

- https://aytm.com/surveys/389298/stat/a42e27664e309edd4a8c3d445a67a1b3#charts 
- http://www.strategicbusinessinsights.com/vals/whyology/news/trends/2018-04trend.shtm

l 

http://www.yourarticlelibrary.com/marketing/high-involvement-products-and-low-involvement-products-involvement-difference/32299
http://www.yourarticlelibrary.com/marketing/high-involvement-products-and-low-involvement-products-involvement-difference/32299
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http://www.strategicbusinessinsights.com/vals/whyology/news/trends/2018-04trend.shtml
http://www.strategicbusinessinsights.com/vals/whyology/news/trends/2018-04trend.shtml


- http://www.yourarticlelibrary.com/marketing/high-involvement-products-and-low-involv
ement-products-involvement-difference/32299 

 
 
Chapter 6: 
 
1. Using the Market Segmentation information on pages 171-178, list and briefly 

discuss the variables used by your company/product/brand to segment the consumer 
market.  Please be aware that not all variables listed will be appropriate for your 
chosen company or product...only discuss the relevant ones. [Example: Occupation 
may not matter to Procter & Gamble when attempting to market Crest toothpaste 
but it will matter to Timberland, a company that makes and markets work boots.] 
Use bullet points ( ● ) for each variable discussed. 

 
 
Geographic -  

● Population Density - Oreo is targeted in both urban and semi-urban areas in the north,               

south, east, and west.  

● Countries - Oreo is located in over 100 countries including the United States, Europe,              

Asia, and more. Oreos biggest markets include the U.S., China, U.K., Indonesia, Canada,             

Mexico, Spain, Argentina, India, and Germany. Exotic flavors are offered in the different             

countries including Oreo thins in U.S., Oreo wafers in China, OREO x3 in Argentina, and               

more 

 
Source Used:  
https://www.mondelezinternational.com/en/~/media/MondelezCorporate/Uploads/downl
oads/OREO_Fact_Sheet.pdf 

 
 
Demographic -  

● Age - Oreo targets a demographic of people aged 6 through 18 years old. While the Oreo                 

is not targeted at adults directly, parents and grandparents are likely to buy Oeos due to                

oreos being targeted at young age groups.  

http://www.yourarticlelibrary.com/marketing/high-involvement-products-and-low-involvement-products-involvement-difference/32299
http://www.yourarticlelibrary.com/marketing/high-involvement-products-and-low-involvement-products-involvement-difference/32299
https://www.mondelezinternational.com/en/~/media/MondelezCorporate/Uploads/downloads/OREO_Fact_Sheet.pdf
https://www.mondelezinternational.com/en/~/media/MondelezCorporate/Uploads/downloads/OREO_Fact_Sheet.pdf


● Generation - While it is not specifically aimed at adults, oreo serves all generations by               

having other products including ice cream, cake, milkshakes, and more.  

● Income - From an income standpoint, Oreos are made affordable and fairly priced to              

please a wide variety of yearly incomes for all different consumers. Oreo appears to              

create harmony in all homes with their products being appropriate for almost all ages and               

can be shared across all different households.  

● Religion - Oreo is also a kosher a product, making it accessible to those that keep kosher                 

in the Jewish community. While the process of koshering the ovens in all the Nabisco               

Oreo cookie factories took over three years, Oreo found it important to have a product               

that was accessible for as many people as possible.  

 
 

Sources Used:  
● https://www.ukessays.com/essays/marketing/companys-segmentation-target-market-and-

positioning-marketing-essay.php 
● http://news.cornell.edu/stories/2008/02/getting-lard-out-koshering-oreo-cookie 

 
 
Behavioral 

- Philanthropy reputation: the power of giving a cookie  

- Attractive packaging  

- Positive change in perspective by giving someone an Oreo  

 
Source Used:  
http://popsop.com/2013/05/oreos-wonderfilled-campaign-celebrates-the-philanthropic-power-of-
giving-a-cookie/ 

 
- In 2014, Kraft Foods surveyed 2000 Oreo eaters and found that dunkers tend to be               

energetic, adventurous, and social; twisters are sensitive, emotional, artistic, and trendy;           

https://www.ukessays.com/essays/marketing/companys-segmentation-target-market-and-positioning-marketing-essay.php
https://www.ukessays.com/essays/marketing/companys-segmentation-target-market-and-positioning-marketing-essay.php
http://news.cornell.edu/stories/2008/02/getting-lard-out-koshering-oreo-cookie
http://popsop.com/2013/05/oreos-wonderfilled-campaign-celebrates-the-philanthropic-power-of-giving-a-cookie/
http://popsop.com/2013/05/oreos-wonderfilled-campaign-celebrates-the-philanthropic-power-of-giving-a-cookie/


and biters are easy-going, self confident, and optimistic. They also found that more             

women dunk, while more men bite. And republicans tend to dunk, while Democrats are              

twists  

- Dietary Standards: while no one would recommend Oreos as a diet food, they are              

considered accidentally vegan (became kosher in 1997)  

 
Source Used: http://mentalfloss.com/article/67027/15-cream-filled-facts-about-oreos 
 
 
Psychographic - In families, social classes, and different habitats - consumption is seen             

differently. For example, while Oreos are typically sold in quantities, make sure the quality is               

also good. 

- There are several online quizzes that determine your personality depending on how you             

consume an oreo cookie “personality with each cookie eating style”  

- 50% of Oreo consumers pull the cookies apart before eating them  

- Women are more likely to twist Oreo cookies open than men, who are more likely to just                 

pull them apart  

 
Source Used:  

https://www.mondelezinternational.com/newsroom/our-stories/oreo-little-known-facts 
 

- Literate 

- Upper to middle income 

- Outgoing 

- Readiness to try new products 

- Experimental by nature 

http://mentalfloss.com/article/67027/15-cream-filled-facts-about-oreos
https://www.mondelezinternational.com/newsroom/our-stories/oreo-little-known-facts


- Don’t mind spending a little extra on snacking 

- Brand-conscious 

- Lifestyle is comfortable 

- High consumers of milk (kids and teens) 

- Advertisements often include children and parent 

- Irregular work schedule = more chance to snack 

- Binding force between parents and children  

 
Source Used:  
https://milksfavouritecookie.wordpress.com/2014/09/21/segmentation-targeting-positioning/  
 
 
 
2. Using the list you generated in #1 above as a starting point, set up a team meeting 

with librarian Kelly Cannon to learn how the Simmons OneView marking research 
database can be used by companies to obtain information on their chosen target 
market(s).  DO THIS BY THE TIME OF OUR MIDTERM EXAM.Generate a 
research report using any criteria you desire, write ½ page explanation of why you 
chose the criteria you did and what you hope to learn from this exercise.  Include the 
printed report with your explanation. Provide an analysis of the data. What does the 
data tell you? 

 
In our meeting with Kelly Cannon, Kelly led us through the steps to create an excel sheet                 

through Simmons OneView.This spreadsheet included various Oreo flavors with multiple age           

ranges and genders. The varying flavors of Oreos our group chose to explore were the Original                

Oreo, Chocolate Crème Oreo, Double Stuff Oreo, Fudge Covered Oreo, and Golden Oreo. In              

addition, Kelly helped us choose multiple different age ranges from households with children             

aged 2-11, ages 18-24, 25-34, 35-49, and 50+ to see which age group consumes the most Oreos.                 

In this exercise, we learned interesting statistics, including but not limited to, ages eighteen and               

under are more inclined to consume Oreos, while ages 35-49 have a spike in Oreo sales with a                  

https://milksfavouritecookie.wordpress.com/2014/09/21/segmentation-targeting-positioning/


decrease at ages fifty and up. Additionally, using both male and female, our group also looked in                 

to which gender buys more of what Oreo cookie. Turns out, they consume around the same                

number of Oreos within each category, except for a large spike in females consuming Fudge               

Covered Oreos. From this exercise, we hope to be able to compare other fields, not just age and                  

gender, that may include race or education. In conclusion, the data expressed that younger age               

groups tend to consume more Oreos with a steady decrease in consumption as age increases               

while both male and females seem to enjoy Oreos pretty equally! 

 
 
 
 
 
3. Which target market strategy does your product/brand adhere to?  Undifferentiated, 

Differentiated, Concentrated, or Micromarketing?  Explain your choice. 
 

The textbook defines a target market as “a set of buyers sharing common needs or               

characteristics that the company decides to serve.” Target market strategies can be            

measured on a spectrum from targeting broadly to targeting narrowly- the most broad             

being undifferentiated marketing and the most narrow being micromarketing, with          

differentiated marketing and concentrated marketing both somewhere in between. In our           

opinion, Oreo takes part in mild differentiated marketing, which is broad but not too              

broad. The textbook claims that “using a differentiated marketing strategy, a firm            

decides to target several market segments and designs separate offers for each.” The             

example that the textbook uses is P&G laundry detergent brands. It explains how each              

laundry detergent product the company offers is designed to serve a specific niche in its               

overarching market. We see this as the same situation as Oreo. We can argue that each                



unique oreo product such as Oreo thins, double stuff, goldens, minis, fudge covered and              

more attends to a unique niche in Oreo’s general market and pool of consumers. We see                

this as a very mild form of differentiated marketing. 

 
4. Using Figure 6.3 on page 188 as a guide, draw a Positioning Map for your chosen 

product. You must use price as one dimension.  The other dimension is your choice, 
just be sure it is relevant and applies to your type of product. Include a brief 
description of the information the Positioning Map is trying to convey. Please do not 
draw this by hand.  Use a computer. Templates are available online. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 Types of Brands Price Quality 

      (1-5) 

4 Oreo                  5  4 

3 Keebler Elfwich                  3  3 

2 Chips Ahoy!                  2  2 

1 Famous amos                  1  1 

5 Pepperidge Farms Milano                  5  5 



 
 
 
Chapter 6 Citations:  
 
Data:  
https://www.ukessays.com/essays/marketing/companys-segmentation-target-market-and-position
ing-marketing-essay.php 
 
Langer, J. (2008) Getting the lard out: The koshering of the Oreo cookie. Retrieved from 
http://news.cornell.edu/stories/2008/02/getting-lard-out-koshering-oreo-cookie 
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https://www.mondelezinternational.com/en/~/media/MondelezCorporate/Uploads/downloads/O
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Mondelez Website: http://mentalfloss.com/article/67027/15-cream-filled-facts-about-oreos 
 
Rundenko, A. (2013). Oreo’s “Wonderfilled” Campaign Celebrates the Philanthropic Power of 
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PART 2 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Chapter 7:  
 
1) Thoroughly discuss your product/brand/ using Figure 7.1:  Three Levels of Product on 
page 204.  Use bullet points ( ● ) for each level. 
 
Delivery & Credit:  

- The Oreo Cookie Club of the month subscription box through amazon is delivered to its 

subscriber’s doors every month 



- While Oreo itself doesn’t deliver their cookies right to people’s doors, other companies 

do deliver Oreo products. Some of these companies include, but are not limited to, 

Shari’s Berries, Amazon, and Target.  

 
Product Support:  

- Oreo customer service can be reached by telephone at 1-855-535-5648; emailed by going 

on mdlzcusthelp.com and clicking “email us”; and found at Mondelēz International 100 

Deforest Ave., East Hanover, NJ 07936 

Warranty: 
- Not applicable 

 
After-sale Service:  

- Not applicable 
 
Brand Name: Oreo Cookies  
 
Quality Level:  

- above-average cookie, not quite high quality 
 
Packaging:  

- The cookie has a slim, efficient, resealable packaging that keeps the cookies better for 

longer.  This is something that sets Oreo aside from other cookies. 

 
 
 
 
 
Design:  

- The most basic design of the cookie consists of a  sweet cream product sandwiched 

together by two chocolate cookies 

- The Nabisco logo is subtly on the Oreo Cookie 

- Geometric pattern  



- Circular cookie 

 
Features:  

- Various flavors and variations of the original cookie could be considered as features 
- Ie. fudge covered 

 
 
2. Describe your product’s brand strength using Young & Rubicam’s Brand Asset 
Valuator (4 dimensions on p. 222). On a scale of 1-10, with 1 = extremely weak and 10 = 
extremely strong, rank your product’s brand strength and explain why you chose the rank 
you did.  
 
Differentiation - the brand’s point of difference 

- Eating an Oreo cookie is undoubtedly an experience for the consumer, however there are 

other cookies that have striking similarities to the Oreo.  For this reason, the Oreo cookie 

is not incredibly differentiable. 

 

Relevance - how appropriate the brand is to you 

- The Oreo cookie is consumed by people of all demographics, giving it relevance in each 

stage of the life-cycle. 

 

Esteem - how well regarded the brand is 

- Oreo is a very well regarded brand and has been esteemed as one of the most popular 

cookie brands for decades now. 

 

Knowledge - an intimate understanding of the brand 

- Oreo is a simple brand and easily understood for clear reasons. There really isn’t much to 

this simple cookie, and that is well received by consumers.  Everybody knows Oreo! 



 

On a scale of 1-10, with 1 = extremely weak and 10 = extremely strong, we would rank Oreo’s 

brand strength as a solid 8.  We believe that Oreo excels in the areas of relevance, esteem, and 

knowledge.  However, we consider its only downfall to be the area of differentiation.  For 

reasons explained previously, the Oreo cookie is not the ost differentiable cookie and could 

absolutely be substituted with another cookie kind.  We would consider this to be one of Oreo’s 

only weaknesses in regards to Young & Rubicam’s Brand Asset Valuator. 

 
 
Chapter 8:  
 
Use the source “Encyclopedia of Consumer Brands”  OR “Encyclopedia of Major Marketing 
Campaigns”  OR  “Encyclopedia of Major Marketing Strategies” to help you answer this 
question. 
 
1) What stage of the Product Life Cycle is your product/brand/company in today?Please 
thoroughly justify your answer using information from the descriptions in the chapter. 
How did (or could) your product/brand/company extend its PLC by modifying the product, 
market or marketing mix.  
 

Oreo seems to be in the maturity stage. According to chapter 8.3 in the textbook, the                

maturity stage is when a product’s sales growth has slowed down and profits are stabilized.               

While one may think Oreo is remaining unchanged in this stage of maturity, they are actually                

constantly evolving to meet consumer needs. For example, an increase in advertising using social              

media or their more recent “the Stuf Inside” campaign have helped engage different audiences              

and encouraged Oreo Cookie sales. However, one could potentially argue that the emerging             

health conscious audience may result in the decline of Oreo. While we as a group agreed we                 

hadn’t noticed a decline in Oreo, it is likely that over the next few years, with health conscious                  

decisions and obesity increasing, Oreo sales may take a negative hit. This shift in consumer taste                



would probably lead to a slow decline, where the product can still survive for several years,                

despite sales dropping to a low level. 

In order to extend Oreo’s PLC and the amount of time that Oreo spends in its maturity                 

stage, Oreo should work on modifying its market, product offering, and marketing mix. The              

textbook claims, “Product managers should do more than simply ride along with or defend their               

mature products - a good offense is the best defense.” To modify its market, Oreo would need to                  

find new consumers and new market segments for its product in order to increase consumption.               

An example we thought of was to maybe market Oreos more towards older consumers and               

empty nesters instead of just to young families. The Encyclopedia of Consumer Brands states              

that “the surge in health conscious, older consumers and ‘empty nesters’ with no children to feed                

means that Nabisco can’t just rely on its...Oreos...for future growth.” If Oreo is able to avoid its                 

downfall by targeting these alternative markets, it could very possibly stay in its mature state for                

much longer (Jorgensen, 1994).  

 

Chapter 8 Citations: 

Jorgensen, J. (1994). Encyclopedia of Consumer Brands. Detroit: St. James Press.  

 

 

Chapter 9: 

1.In this chapter we learned that external as well as internal factors affect pricing decisions. 
Please address the following external factors: 

 
Draw a demand curve for your product and explain why you gave it a particular 
shape/slope. [Do not draw by hand].  Discuss in detail the price elasticity of demand for 
your product/brand/company.  How sensitive are buyers to price changes made to your 
product/brand/company? 



 

 
 

a) There is a very limited price elasticity of demand for the Oreo product.  As the cookie 

gets more expensive, the quantity of demand would decrease gradually. However, there is 

not much variation in cost of the average Oreo cookie. Consumers of the Oreo product 

are not very sensitive to price changes made to the cookie, as the price fluctuations are 

mostly very small and insignificant. 

 

 

 

b) How do the prices charged by your product/brand/company compare to those of the 
competition?  Research the prices charged by your competitors and list them here, along 
with the price(s) of your product.  

 
A standard box of Oreos costs about $2.99. A competitor of Oreo who also is a cookie sandwich 

is the Hydrox, which was brought back by Leaf Brands in 2015. A standard box of Hydrox 

cookies cost up to $5.99. Although Oreo is only $2.00 cheaper than Hydrox, Oreo still sells way 



more cookie sandwiches than its competitor Hydrox. In addition, the Nabisco Company tends to 

sell more biscuit-based products for cheaper prices while Leaf Brands makes more candies that 

are sold in bulk for higher prices.  

Source Used: https://leafbrands.com/hydrox/ 

 

2) Which (if any) Product Mix Pricing Strategies (pages 278-280) does your product/brand/ 
company use and how is (are) the strategy (strategies) used? 
 
Product line pricing - A regular sized pack of regular, flavored, and limited edition Oreo 

cookies are typically all around $2.99. Party sized Oreos tend to be the only Oreos that vary in 

price, spanning from $3.50 to $4.50. Oreo tends to follow a product line pricing strategy. 

 

Optional-product pricing - There aren’t typically any additional products sold with an Oreo 

cookie. Oreo cookies are sold in packs of cookies alone, meaning they do not follow an 

optional-product pricing strategy.  

  

Captive-product pricing - While milk is something that is commonly used with Oreo cookies, it 

is not a must-use for the product. Oreo can be eaten on its own, without any additional product 

attached to the main product needed. This results in not using a captive-product pricing strategy.  

 

By-product pricing - Traditionally, Nabisco has never made an Oreo by-product to be sold, 

therefore they cannot follow a by-product pricing strategy.  

 

https://leafbrands.com/hydrox/


Product bundle pricing - On the Oreo website, party boxes of different flavor cookies are 

readily available for purchase. This can bundle multiple Oreo products together for sale and 

purchase, resulting in a product bundle pricing strategy.  

 
3. Which (if any) Price Adjustment Strategies (pages 280-288) does your product/brand/ 
company use and how is (are) the strategy (strategies) used?  
 
International Pricing - When Oreo launched their cookie in India in 2011, they intentionally 

kept their price lower  assuming that the market was price sensitive. “This was done to occupy a 

share in the market and get sales going.” Additionally, Oreo had to continuously be aware of 

their competitors within India as well when considering how to initially price their product.  

 

Oreo is well known for their limited time/ current event related themed cookies. These limited 

time edition Oreos are priced the same as the traditional version.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 12: 

1) Using the source “Encyclopedia of Major Marketing Campaigns” (copyright 2000) OR 
“Encyclopedia of Consumer Brands”  OR  “Encyclopedia of Major Marketing Strategies” 
AND/OR Business Source Elite critically analyze the historical campaigns used by your 
company/product/brand.  Pay close attention to the a) target market, b) competition, c) 
marketing strategy and d) outcome of each campaign.  In your opinion, what made each 
campaign a success?  Should the campaign(s) have been handled differently?  Why?  How?  
 



The historical campaign covered by the Encyclopedia of Major Marketing Campaigns 

was Oreo’s “Oreo...Unlock the Magic” campaign, which ran in 1991.  One spot was called “Spin 

the Bottle” and featured actors that had memories of their relationship as young people when the 

twisted open the Oreo cookie.  Another was called “Chores,” which featured a young boy whose 

room was magically clean when he twisted his Oreo cookie open.  Another spot featured a boy 

and his father who could not get a train set to work until they twisted their Oreo cookie open. 

Each “Oreo...Unlock the Magic” spot targeted a specific target audience- either adults, kids, or 

families.  Furthermore, the encyclopedia states that Oreo “considered its competition to be the 

entire snack world, not just cookies.”  For this reason, Oreo is constantly developing new 

products and promotions that are fun and exciting for not only kids, but for people all over.  They 

used hefty consumer research to accomplish this.  Throughout Oreo’s history, introducing new 

products and sponsoring contests and events have been consistent marketing strategies.  The 

encyclopedia states that by 1994, “Nabisco had used the Oreo name on 20 different products, 

from ice cream cones to pie shells,” and that in 1997, “Oreo sponsored stacking contests in 

15,000 grocery stores, mass merchandisers, and warehouse clubs.”  The outcome of this specific 

“Oreo...Unlock the Magic” campaign was very successful.  The campaign itself won the 

Advertising Research Foundation’s David Ogilvy Award, which honors research that supports 

successful and creative advertising campaigns.  The encyclopedia also noted that Oreo ranked as 

the leading cookie brand before during, and after the campaign.  To us, this seems like a very 

well-handled campaign when we look at Oreo’s honors and standings in the cookie and snack 

industry. 

2) How do the more recent campaigns (since 2000) undertaken by your company/brand 
compare with the historical campaigns?  Again, consider the target market, competition, 



marketing strategy and outcome for the latest campaigns.  Of all the campaigns you’ve 
researched (recent and historic) Which one is your favorite and why? 
 
“Wonderfilled” - 2013 
“Oreo debuted a highly cheery, animated 90-second spot set to a catchy twee track showing how 

historically morbid figures--the Big Bad Wolf, a blood-sucking vampire--take a turn for the 

bright, with the help of the classic creme-centered cookie” (Christine, Diaz, 2013).  

 
Target Market: anyone who has the ability to see the world with openness and new curiosity 

"Kids already have a sense of wonder in how they see the world, but adults have to be reminded 

of that. The stories are going to resonate with different people, but overall, it's an adult 

campaign." 

Competition: all other cookie and snack brands 

Marketing Strategy/Outcome: a very ambitious move for Oreo, represents an attempt to 

command a more "iconic" brand presence like that of a Nike or a Coke,  TV spots will run 

through September including new song interpretations by upbeat performers to be introduced 

along the way 

 

 

 

 

“The Stuf Inside” - 2019 

“The Stuf Inside promotion uses technology to give fans a new, fun way to engage with Oreo by 

scanning an Oreo cookie to unlock a playful virtual experience with deliciously unexpected 

prizes” (Unauthored, 2019).  

http://adage.com/directory/nike/267


 
Target Market: Kids/Teens with phones, kids who snag their parents phone to scan, young 

adults and adults etc. Based on the prizes being offered (such as a trip to New York to see a 

Broadway musical, the target market for this promotional campaign has a larger target market 

than just young children)  

Competition: all other cookie and snack brands 

Marketing Strategy/Outcome: Began February 4, 2019 - through National Oreo Day on March 

6, 2019. The Most Stuf Oreo has about four times as much creme stuff as a regular Oreo. It was a 

new way to interact with fans by promoting the stuf inside Oreo, and incorporated technology as 

a new way to engage with Oreo and win prizes.  

 
“Oreo’s 100th Birthday” - 2012 

During “Oreo’s 100th Birthday” campaign in March of 2012, Nabisco brought us through time 

by using Oreos to show moments throughout history including the invention of the yo-yo, the 

conquering of Mount Everest, the first step on the moon, and more! (Macleod, 2012). 

 

Target Market: Anybody who has ever enjoyed Oreo! While reminiscing on the past 100 years 

and focusing on all ages and all moments throughout history, Oreo targets customers who are or 

have been fans in the past to retry a part of their “history”... the Oreo cookie. 

Competition: All other cookie and snack brands 

Marketing Strategy/Outcome: Oreo used an Oreo cookie and a glass (of milk) to show 

moments throughout the past century. These images were posted on social media as well as 



printed on billboards across the country. The campaign lasted during the month of March, Oreo’s 

birthday month. 

 

Oreo makes great emphasis on currents events and trends in the media, so campaigns develop 

over time naturally with the patterns in cultural shifts.  Our favorite campaign is wonderfilled 

because we appreciate its positive association with the Oreo cookie and the way in which it 

pushes for more positivity and optimism in everyday life. 

3. Given the extensive research you conducted into your product/brand/company’s 
marketing communications, what promotion mix strategy – Push or Pull -   is most likely 
used?   On what evidence did you base your decision? 
 

We have come to the conclusion that Oreo uses a pull strategy, rather than a push 

strategy, in its promotion mix.  The textbook defines a pull strategy as a promotion strategy that 

calls for spending a lot on consumer advertising and promotion to induce final consumers to buy 

the product, creating a demand vacuum that “pulls” the product through the channel.  We 

recognize that this definition most appropriately describes Oreo’s promotion mix strategy.  For 

Oreo, consumer demand pulls the product through the supply chain.  Oreo spends money and 

efforts on building its brand, awareness, and brand preference in order to entice its consumers.  It 

is clear that Oreo does not really engage in a push strategy because the company does not focus 

its attention on marketing channels before getting to the final consumers, as the push strategy 

calls for.  This is simply by the nature of its product.  Oreo’s marketing embodies a pull strategy 

in the way that it directs its marketing activities straight towards final consumers in order to 

induce them to buy the Oreo product. 
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Chapter 14:  

1) Briefly list and briefly describe the online tools and digital/social media networks 
(web-site, e-mail,  phone apps, blogs, YouTube, Wiki’s, Twitter, Facebook, Pinterest, 
Instagram, Snapchat etc.) used by the company to relate to customers. See pages 439-447. 
Use bullet points ( ● ) for your list.  
 

● Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/OREO/ 
○ Posts on their Facebook page every two to three weeks with varied 

frequency 
○ Page is set up very nicely, the cover image looks nice and they have 

created a custom tab for whatever current campaign is trending 
● Oreo website - https://www.oreo.com/ 

○ Skillfully crafted and aesthetically pleasing, caters to current trending 
events 

● Pinterest - https://www.pinterest.com/oreo/ 
● Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/oreo/?hl=en 

○ Their target market are highly active on Instagram 
○ Oreo produce visually appealing content which works well on Instagram. 

● Snapchat  

https://adage.com/article/news/wonderfilled-animated-campaign-oreo/241470
http://link.galegroup.com.muhlenberg.idm.oclc.org/apps/pub/9781414406077/GVRL?u=mul_coll&sid=GVRL
http://link.galegroup.com.muhlenberg.idm.oclc.org/apps/pub/9781414406077/GVRL?u=mul_coll&sid=GVRL
http://theinspirationroom.com/daily/2012/oreo-history/
http://nysportsjournalism.squarespace.com/oreo-stuf-promo-has-the-stuff/2019/1/27/oreo-wants-people-to-get-stuff-via-stuf-inside-promo-for-the.html
http://nysportsjournalism.squarespace.com/oreo-stuf-promo-has-the-stuff/2019/1/27/oreo-wants-people-to-get-stuff-via-stuf-inside-promo-for-the.html
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○ Articles, recipes, and videos are posted on Snapchat stories by Food Network, 
Buzzfeed Tasty, and Tastemade 

○ Oreo filters have also been created for people to make their face look like an Oreo  
● Twitter - https://twitter.com/Oreo?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp 

%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor 
○ Hashtags are created by the brand to encourage people to share their own content 

tagging Oreo 
○ Content is shared to their current fan base 

● Tumblr - http://oreo.tumblr.com/ 
● YouTube - https://www.youtube.com/oreo 

○ Haven’t spent quite as much time working on their YouTube channel but is still 
present 

○ Thousands of views on each video 
 
2) Does your product/brand/company engage in Traditional Direct Marketing as described 
on pages 447-451.  Identify and briefly discuss which forms are used and how they are 
used.  
 
Traditional direct marketing forms include direct-mail marketing, catalog marketing, 

telemarketing, direct-response television marketing, and kiosk marketing.  These are forms of 

marketing that other companies may use to directly reach their consumer pools, however Oreo 

primarily does not partake in any of these.  Instead, Oreo’s marking is mainly centered around 

various social media forms as described above. 

 
3) Now critically analyze the effectiveness of the social media messages from Facebook, 
Twitter, Snapchat, Instagram, etc. that you’ve been receiving all semester.  Were the 
messages you received informative?  Did they encourage you to take action (purchase)? 
Did you find the information provided useful or enticing?  Etc.  
 
We consider the social media messages that we got all semester long to be very effective in their 

mission to entice a market of consumers for their product.  The largest theme in Oreo’s 

marketing strategy that we noticed was their devotion to keeping up with current events in their 

marketing efforts.  For example, when Game of Thrones was bursting in the media a few weeks 

https://twitter.com/Oreo?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://twitter.com/Oreo?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
http://oreo.tumblr.com/
https://www.youtube.com/oreo


back, the Oreo marketing team took it upon themselves to launch a whole new marketing 

campaign based completely on Game of Thrones.  Seen below, Oreo actually unfollowed 

everyone on Instagram except for Game of Thrones.  Oreo’s strategy here is to market based off 

of current events and things that are trending in the moment in order to entice its consumer base 

to want to buy more- and it works!  Truly, there is a new Oreo for almost every holiday and 

special occasion you could think of.  By putting emphasis and attention on current trends in the 

media, Oreo’s marketing is not only informative but also enticing at the same time.  

 

Representative sample of our  
social media messages here. 

 
Facebook Advertising: 
As of 24 April 2019 - 42,589,791 people like 

Oreo on Facebook. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Instagram Advertising: 
As of 24 April 2019, @Oreo Instagram has approximately 2.5 million followers. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Twitter Advertising: 
As of 24 April 2019, @Oreo Twitter has approximately 842K followers.  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 16:  
 
Nearly every company has a location on their web site that discusses corporate social 
responsibility or sustainability.  They may call it something else, but some mention of 
ethical standards, community commitment, values & principles, etc. should be present on 
the web site.  
 
1) Do any Social Criticisms of Marketing – Marketing’s Impact on Individual Consumers 
(pages 492-496) apply to your product/brand/company?  Briefly explain/ discuss each 
applicable criticism.  
 
Social Criticisms of Marketing: 
 
High Prices: In 2018, Mondelez announced a price increase in biscuit, gum, and candy 

categories due to increased costs of raw materials and transportation.  

 
“Mondelez plans the new round of price increases to take effect at the beginning of next year in 

the form of straight hikes, adjustments to promotional deals and smaller package sizes that earn a 

higher price per ounce” (Gasparro, 2018)  

 
Deceptive Practices: “The Oreo’s primary ingredients - sugar, flour, and fat - are at the center of 

current dietary debates. And the company’s quandary is one most foodmakers face: How can 

Kraft serve shareholders and employees, ensuring that its more fattening brands thrive while still 

responding to consumer concerns that is feeding the obesity epidemic?” (Manier & Callahan & 

Alexander, 2005)  

 
It is confusing (and deceptive) to be selling and advertising the consumption of cookies while 

simultaneously publically being aware of the rising issue of obesity.  

 
Shoddy, Harmful, or Unsafe Products: “The success of the Oreo, the world’s best-selling 

cookie, has created an unexpected burden for Kraft, the nation’s largest foodmaker. The more 



effectively it sells cookies, the more the company’s critics can accuse it of stuffing junk food in 

the faces of Americans. Kraft earlier this year (2005) promised to stop advertising its most 

fattening products to kids under the age of 12, the first major food company to do so. [If] Kraft 

pushes its junk-food offerings too hard, it can seem out of touch or even manipulative” -- It 

is difficult for companies like this one selling “unhealthy” foods when there are major concerns 

about obesity. (Manier & Callahan & Alexander, 2005)  

 
 
Additionally, Oreo is continuously given push back regarding their use of palm oil.  On 

November 20, 2018 (picture below), Oreo finally addressed their environmentally conscious 

consumers about their plan of action in terms of their usage of palm oil. In November 2018, 

Greenpeace USA activists protested at the Mondelez International headquarters in Illinois. 

“Activists delivered a gigantic 5-foot wide Oreo that popped out of a replica package and twisted 

off its top layer to reveal its filling. The filling featured an illustration of a bulldozer clearing a 

forest with animals fleeing. The truck carrying the giant cookie brandished a banner reading 

“Tell Oreo to Drop Dirty Palm Oil” (Fried, 2018).  

 
 
2. The Environmental Sustainability Portfolio (Figure 16.2 on page 501) can help 
companies gauge their progress toward environmental sustainability.  Does your 
company/product/brand engage in any of the 4 practices described in the portfolio?  Briefly 
discuss each. 
 
New Clean Technology: Over the last year, Oreo has been using sustainable cocoa products. 

Due to many complaints about using palm oil and the long amount of time it will take Oreo to 

shift from using palm oil, using sustainable cocoa was another way to steer away from 



deforestation. The company has hopes that by using this new sustainable cocoa in their signature 

cookies, it will help them quickly scale their eco-friendly sourcing efforts (Kaplan, 2018).  

 
 
Pollution Prevention/Product Stewardship: Mondelez announced their plans to make all of its 

packaging recyclable by 2025. “By 2020, the company will make all its paper-based packaging 

sustainably sourced, and it will reduce 65 million kg of packaging material. The company also 

plans to support global initiatives and partnerships to reduce waste” (Bandoim, 2018)  

 
Sustainability Vision: Oreo’s current mission is to achieve 100% sustainability & transparency 

in palm oil and as of a year ago, they now use sustainable coco in their products.  
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